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ABSTRACT

In this paper we will talk about information technology semantic, which plays an important role in many areas of human activity and therefore the task of data security semantic is very important for information technology and will consider this research to support the idea of data semantic cards safety of RDF triple called safety data. Also with the security of confidential data labels in different security levels in different departments have different ranges and variety of use of user data. There are ongoing contacts with the idea of safety data on the labels of three diverse. In this research has identified the main rules to control user access to the data by comparing the levels of access to the user (the security levels triple) Based on these rules and advanced algorithms will do read and modify data RDF triple.
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INTRODUCTION

We will discuss here the right of the user to access the data that will keep the data confidential for various reasons, such as: Plans things personal and private, and the campaign, military information, or government plans if there is not an effective way to ensure data security, it may be the user and unauthorized access to the data and take drastic measures for the database. Therefore, the task of creating the control of user access rights is relevant.

Solve the problem of semantic technology, is a way to control access to data with security labels for each RDF triple so-called data. This method of controlling access to RDF data compared with triangles triplets security labels of user rights.

1. To filter results according to a whole subtree (e.g., if a user selects ‘ontologies’ in a facet based on the categories in Fig. 1, all objects about ‘OWL’ and ‘Ontology Reasons’ can be automatically included in the result set, too).

2. To find communities (e.g., for a query ‘XML’, the facet might show a large number of objects in ‘RDF’ and in ‘OWL’, but not in ‘Rules’).
3. To characterize authors or groups of authors (e.g., showing that the objects authored by a particular person are mainly about the topics ‘OWL’ and ‘Rules’).

4. To characterize the object collection as a whole (e.g., if a query ‘rules’ only provides results related to ‘Semantic Web’, but not about ‘business rules’).

Safety components for triplet RDF-data
Typically, the resource belongs to the triplet state of the object can be described by the use of additional claims RDF. Resource RDF, which is in the object position of the triplet, may appear in the position of the subject of another triplet. Then, if the resource is in the position of the object does not have the sensitive label, the label associated with the resource in the position of the subject is the default label for the object².

The resource appears in the role of the subject triplet, where a statement is made about
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Fig. 1: Example categorization system for topics

the resource. In this case, the sensitive label sls, associated with the resource should have the following characteristics:

1. slt is minimum sensitivity label for any triplet using the resource as a subject. In other words, the sensitive label slt for the triplet should cover the mark for the subject sls, where stt ≥ sls;

2. stew label for the newly added triplet is initialized by the user only if it is dominated by the label associated with the subject of the triplet, then sltnew ≥ sls;

3. Only a user with an affordable tag stuser, the dominant label of the subject and of the triplet, triplet can read, then stuser ≥ slt and stuser ≥ sls.

Default sls medium occurs by use when RDF resource is taken as the initial subject triplet time. Sensitive default label in this case is set in the initial user triplet sensitive label. Sensitive default label is a label which is inserted by the user for all triplets. To check the security labels triplets SL = {sl1, sl2, ... sn} and adding a new triplet Tnew, in which a subject S has a label security, algorithm. This use case shows how to find the graph for the keyword ‘RDF’ for the Period 2001–2005. The description follows the three main parts of the algorithm to

(1) create a co-occurrence matrix including higher order co-occurrences
(2) Find relations between keywords.
(3) Create a graph for the keyword ‘RDF’. In out demonstrator,
(4) all graphs are periodically updated (so the version in the Web might differ from the graphs presented here).

Top-X and Biased Page Rank After creating the co-occurrence matrix M, the Algorithm first extracts the corresponding ‘RDF’ row of M, comprising the weighted Co-occurrences of ‘RDF’ (using the ICF as weight) with all other keywords. This matrix Row is sorted according to the matrix values (cf. left part of Table 1; the plain Co-occurrence values are shown for comparison in this example, the direct neighbors of ‘RDF’ are ‘RDF’ itself (the start keyword is included by definition), ‘Semantic Web’ and ‘Metadata’ as they accumulate P = 20% Of the total sum of matrix values of all keywords in that list.

1. Afterwards, the algorithm uses Page Rank (biasing to 100% on the three direct keywords Of ‘RDF’) to find a new ranking. The resulting Page Rank score vector includes
2. Higher-order co-occurrences, which are
3. Practically speaking, the main objective of the first part is to see whether the start Keyword 'RDF' itself remains the 'top keyword' in the score vector after running the Biased Page Rank or if other keywords are more relevant and 'overtake' (in the sorted Co-occurrence vector, the start keyword stays always on top). As shown in the right part Of Table 1, indeed 'Semantic Web' and 'Metadata' achieve a higher score than 'RDF'

4. And are candidates for subsuming 'RDF'.
5. Deriving Relations the basic idea of the second part to identify 'consumption'

Relations between ‘RDF’ and its direct neighbors is to do a pair wise comparison of the Scores of two vectors: the Page Rank score vector of ‘RDF’ and of its direct neighbors for the direct neighbor 'Semantic Web', the score of 'RDF' is lower than the score of 'Semantic Web' in both the Page Rank list of 'Semantic Web' (cf. Table 2 (left)) and the Page Rank list of ‘RDF’ (cf. Table 1 (right)). Hence, ‘RDF’ is defined to be Subsumed by ‘Semantic Web’ (RDF achieves a sufficiently high score in both lists not to be affected by tail cutting). Since ‘RDF’ is among the top-X = 8 elements of the Page Rank score vector of 'Semantic Web', the confidence in this relation is defined as ‘Strong’. Analogously, ‘RDF’ is found to be subsumed by ‘Metadata’.

**Connotations and found names with spaces in applications and uses**

RDF about My Apartment

Let taubz: abbreviate http://razor.occams.info/index.html#

Taubz:me http://example.org/own taubz:my_apartment

taubz:my_apartment http://example.org/has
taubz:my_computer
taubz:my_apartment http://example.org/has
taubz:my_bed
taubz:my_apartment http://example.org/is_in

http://example.org/Philadelphia

So far, I have shown how RDF can be used to describe the relationships between entities in the
world. RDF can be used reliably and high quality also, to see the predicates RDF documents as the applications which have been. The conclusion to this paper shows us a lot of things that benefit us, such as the audit phase of the data and the available topics and data and ensure continued quality and source of issuance and to any face as this application give concrete names in the global real-world of resources. Ontologies, schemas, and vocabularies, which all mean roughly the same thing, are RDF information about... other RDF information.

To be upgraded significantly RDF and make sure the proper official documents and all high reliability and confidence to raise the quality of XML in order to identify the XML schemas. But as different as they are the same. XML with all the reliability to be applied and utilized as useful applications and uses in any of the RDF, which itself is written in RDF, and the provision of relations between there are many things that Results ,

RESULTS

RDF- data are essential elements of the semantic data . For safety semantic database, RDF- secures data. These papers discussed the main elements of the RDF- data. The algorithms for determining the security labels triplet, as well as to check the access rights of users to triplets .

In RDF- data resource can have different roles (subject, predicate , object) in a variety of triplets. Because of this, the security label of triplets, made for a particular type of resource depends on its security labels . To check the security labels triplets algorithm.
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